RELENTLESS
Discover a different kind of drive that makes you want to keep
going, with the Honda Civic.
Styled to be sporty, every edge and curve that runs through the
body of this racing-inspired sedan speaks of a winning legacy
that makes your heart race and adrenaline rush.
Built to excite, it is powered by the latest Honda engineering
technology, giving you unparalleled performance on any road you
choose to conquer.
With the Honda Civic, you can go wherever your heart takes you.
Stay driven. Be relentless.

FULL LED HEADLIGHTS WITH
LED DAYTIME RUNNING LIGHTS*

CHROME FRONT GRILLE

LED TAIL LAMPS

16” SHARK GRAY
METALLIC ALLOY WHEELS*

Provides unmatched ability to see the road ahead
and also be seen by other drivers.

Honda’s trademark grille is unmistakable,
as is the imposing ‘H’ badge.

Honda Civic’s aggressive design is epitomized
by its distinctive set of signature lighting.

The stylish alloy wheel design will
surely turn heads.

1.8 E

AND

S CVT VARIANTS

DOMINATE
IN STYLE
The 10th generation Honda Civic goes beyond the
compact class with its bolder and sleeker exterior,
wider stance, and streamlined coupe-like styling.
Design takes a leap in appearance from its iconic
roots with the striking set of Honda’s signature lighting.
Everything that made Honda Civic the best in its storied
history is embodied in its latest and greatest iteration.

POWER FOLDING DOOR MIRRORS WITH
INTEGRATED LED SIDE TURN SIGNALS*

HALOGEN HEADLIGHTS WITH LED DAYTIME
RUNNING LIGHTS**

16” TWO-TONE ALLOY WHEELS **

Added visibility from all sides is a boon for safety.

Creates the best lighting conditions on the road for
better visibility and driver safety.

The bold racing-inspired aesthetic complements
the Civic’s aggressive stance.
* For 1.8 E CVT variant only
** For 1.8 S CVT variant only

RS TURBO CVT

TURBOCHARGED
TO
GO BEYOND
Putting together years of engineering knowledge and racing
innovations into one performance machine, Honda keeps
pushing the possibilities of what a sedan can be with the
Civic RS Turbo CVT. Now, with the latest evolution of the
legendary VTEC engine at its very core, feel the difference
in control and power whenever you take the wheel.
From the Civic SiR of the 90s to the Civic RS Turbo CVT of today,
Honda has always been relentless in reinventing power so you
can keep going further.
Challenge the ordinary. Conquer what lies ahead.

RS DESIGN HIGH GLOSS
BLACK FRONT GRILLE
This subdued design accent emphasizes
the racing-inspired aesthetic of the RS variant.
Black is bold.

RS EMBLEM

18” RS DESIGN ALLOY WHEELS

LED FOG LIGHTS

This badge banners Honda’s active
and sophisticated variant designed
for everyday sport.

Polished two-tone alloy wheels exude a bold
and edgy racing-inspired look.

With superior luminosity, drive with
confidence under any weather condition.

RS TURBO CVT

DOMINATE
THE
STREETS
The exhilaration begins from the moment you set your eyes
on the Honda Civic. Its coupe-like silhouette, low and wide
stance, and 18” RS Design Alloy Wheels electrify and excite
to make you want to drive away.
The active and sophisticated character of the Honda Sport DNA
inspires the RS Turbo’s aerodynamic design.

RS DESIGN TRUNK SPOILER

SPORT PEDALS

Sculpted to make a statement even from the rear,
the RS design trunk spoiler completes the Civic’s overall
sporty styling.

Alloy pedals enhance the Civic’s sporty feel,
both in looks and performance.

LEATHER STEERING WHEEL
WITH RED STITCHING
Premium in every detail, the leather steering
wheel is finished with red stitching accents for an
undeniably sporty design.

RS TURBO CVT

THE PEAK
OF
TRUE PERFORMANCE
The heart and soul of the Honda Civic RS Turbo
is its VTEC turbocharged engine mated to
a responsive Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT)
with paddle shifters.
Smaller displacement now means more power,
thanks to the sophisticated turbocharger.
Higher cruising efficiency and robust performance
are now the name of the game. Combined with the
latest iteration of VTEC technology, there is no doubt
to the sporting intention of this high-performance yet
environment-friendly engine.

RELENTLESS

COCKPIT

INTUITIVE INTERFACE
AND
HIGH-TECH CONVENIENCE

1

STEERING WHEEL AUDIO CONTROL
WITH HANDS-FREE TELEPHONE
Switch through audio and smartphone options
with just a press of a button.

2

3

4

PADDLE SHIFTERS*
When the mood to take full control strikes,
shift gears manually with the steering wheel-mounted
paddle shifters.

5

CRUISE CONTROL**
Choose a comfortable cruising speed
and stay there.

SMART ENTRY WITH PUSH START SYSTEM**
With the key in your pocket, the doors will
unlock as you approach. Never fumble for
your keys ever again.

ECON BUTTON

Press the ECON button to adjust vital
system that affects fuel economy
such as throttle, shift mapping,
and air conditioning.

6

REMOTE ENGINE START**

Start the vehicle engine and turn on the
air conditioning system with a simple
push of a button, even before entering.
* For RS Turbo CVT variant only
** For RS Turbo CVT & 1.8 E CVT variants only

CONNECTIVE TECHNOLOGY

PURE
CONNECTIVITY
Access the Honda Civic’s multimedia
features and stay connected to your
devices without getting disconnected
from driving.
Enjoy the confidence of cruising
the road with reliable and entertaining
technology right at your fingertips.
Customize a variety of options
with ease. Whatever the driving
condition, this innovation by Honda
keeps you engaged with the Civic.

FULL COLOR TFT INSTRUMENT CLUSTER**
Access vehicle information and music with a quick glance.

7” ADVANCED DISPLAY AUDIO** + NAVIGATION* + CLIMATE CONTROL

All of the necessary information can be accessed and displayed here. This touchscreen interface can be
customized to your preferences. Bluetooth phone and audio connectivity are simple and easy to use as well.
USB Audio Interface is also available, with charging ports in front and on the center console.

* For RS Turbo CVT variant only
** For RS Turbo CVT & 1.8 E CVT variants only

ADVANCED SAFETY FEATURES

PEACE OF MIND
Safety is always a priority. Once again, Honda leads the way
and ensures that you’ve got nothing to worry about.
ELECTRONIC PARKING BRAKE (EPB) WITH AUTO BRAKE HOLD (ABH)
Engage and disengage the parking brake with ease. Brakes remain engaged at a stop until you depress the accelerator.

WALK AWAY AUTO LOCK**

FRONT, SIDE*, AND SIDE CURTAIN* AIRBAGS

VEHICLE STABILITY ASSIST (VSA)

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)

The Honda Civic automatically locks all the doors when you
have moved more than 2.0 meters away from the car.

All passengers are provided with optimal safety.

Keeps your vehicle on its intended path of travel when
an understeer or oversteer event occurs.

Prevents your vehicle from rolling backwards when starting
from a stop going uphill.

MULTI-VIEW REVERSE CAMERA
WITH DYNAMIC GUIDELINES**

ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEM (ABS) WITH
ELECTRONIC BRAKE-FORCE DISTRIBUTION
(EBD)

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL (ESS)

G-CON BODY STRUCTURE

Relays the message of panic and emergency stop to drivers
behind you. The system flashes the hazard lights as a
warning.

The Honda Civic’s engineering dissipates the energy
of a crash away from the passenger compartment and
minimizes damage to other impacted vehicles.

Park your vehicle with confidence, back up without a fuss,
and gauge your distance from an object with the help of the
guidelines.

Prevent your wheels from locking while braking hard
especially on slippery surfaces, and retain steering control.

SPACIOUS CABIN

SPACE, LUXURY,
AND
COMFORT
Compact in form but generous in space. The Honda Civic is designed to give you
utmost comfort in its spacious interior. Slide into full-leather* seating all around.
Being a Civic, it retains the ongoing standard of comfort and luxury in the segment.

60:40 FOLDING REAR SEATS**

TRUNK SPACE

For added versatility, rear seats come
with headrest adjusters and split 60:40
for long and bulky cargo.

The RS Turbo CVT has as much as 519 liters of
trunk space, while the 1.8 E CVT and 1.8 S CVT
both have 525 liters of trunk space - more than
enough for a long weekend out of town.

*Actual unit may vary

LEATHER SEATS WITH RED STITCHINGS*
Padded seats with premium leather upholstery
come with red stitching accents for a luxurious
and sporty look.

METALLIC FILM WITH
PIANO BLACK ACCENTS
Interiors are finished with metallic film
with piano black accents to highlight
the Honda Civic’s sporty lineage.

* For RS Turbo CVT variant only
** For RS Turbo CVT & 1.8 E CVT variants only

* For 1.8 E CVT & 1.8 S CVT variants only

Honda Cars Philippines, Inc. reserves the right to change or modify
equipment or specifications at any time without prior notice.
Details, colors, descriptions, and illustrations are for information
purposes only. As specifications or any equipment may vary in some
countries, please check with your nearest Honda Cars dealer.
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